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MADE IN SUGAR
“Millest on tehtud väikesed tudrukud? Suhkrust ja jahust ja maasikavahust.”
“What are the little girls made of?
From sugar and flour and manna foam.”
This song from childhood has been my main source of motivation for me while making this artwork. I
have grown up in in the most beloved town in Estonia – Viljandi. A place with a safe environment and in
a loving home. I began to feel the difference in my upbringing at an early age. I remember once I got a
birthday gift, which was containing buckets, mops and various equipment for cleaning. I have two
older brothers and we always had different rules. I often did not understand why it was not appropriate
for me to stock trees, but instead I had to help my mother in the kitchen with dishwashing.
I have found an humorous ironic way of transmitting my thoughts. My goal is, above all, to create a
reaction and raise awareness. This is a start to develope a further discussion within viewers. I want to
put all the facts and evidence on the "canvas" to bring out its absurdity in full.
This series “Made in Sugar" has progressed in the last couple of years. The paintings are large- format
and colourful. They are made in collaboration with my mother's fabric and sewn up with a mother-inlaw’s thread. Paintings are 1.5 x 2 meters in size. They are covered with sugar that has been hardened
with different mediums.
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I’m an abstract painter. My work mainly deals with cultural and social stereotypes, gender roles and
narcissism. I portray classical female roles in society often by placing myself in these roles through
irony. My artworks question why we have prejudices of gender stereotypes and certain attitudes
towards different shapes, colors and objects that we have acquired to them. I often mix my paintings
with untraditional materials to enhance the conceptual meaning behind them. For example I have used
cosmetics, different body products, clothing and so on.
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